Wednesday 3\textsuperscript{rd} March 2021

Spelling

LO: to spell words with /u/ sound spelt ‘ou’ the /u/ sound, as in the word up, can be spelt ‘ou’.

young   cousin

touched  doubled
	troubled  toughen

country  encouraged

flourish  nourish

The elephant began to charge to protect her young.

Activity:
Have a go at saying the words out loud.
Write the first 5 words in a sentence. Look at the example to help you.
The text suggests that Sedna has been tricked. Find evidence in the text that supports this notion. (3 marks)

The Raven told her he would make her dreams come true - this did not happen. The stranger ended up being a Raven, not a human and she lived in a nest on top of a rock. This was nothing like what she had been told or expected.

L.O: To identify examples which make the reader fully sense Sedna’s despair and dismay.

I can collect examples which make the reader fully Sedna’s despair and dismay.

I can comment on those examples using direct text references.

I can evaluate their impact on the reader using evidence from the text to justify my ideas.
Long, long ago in the ice plains of the north...

What two things does the phrase ice plains suggest about where Sedna lives?
27. Look at the paragraph beginning *Long, long ago...*

*Find* and **copy one** word meaning old-fashioned.

________________________________________________________________________

1 mark

28. **Find** and **copy** a phrase or sentence which shows that Sedna is desirable.

________________________________________________________________________

________________________________________________________________________

1 mark
29. Why did Sedna want to marry the cloaked stranger?

____________________________________________________________________

1 mark

30. How does the way Sedna is treated by her husband compare with the life she used to have at home?

____________________________________________________________________

____________________________________________________________________

1 mark
31. After countless days, he finally came upon the nest.

What does the phrase *countless days* tell you about Sedna’s father’s search for her?

__________________________________________________________________________

__________________________________________________________________________

1 mark

32. **Find** and **copy** a word which shows Sedna was very weak after living on the boulder for some time.

__________________________________________________________________________

1 mark
They could not escape the vengeful raven...

What does the word *vengeful* mean in the sentence above?

Tick one box.

- being very angry
- trying to hurt someone because they wronged you
- being unreasonable and demanding
- moving quickly

1 mark
34. Huge waves tossed the fragile craft high into the air and it was in constant danger of capsizing.

How does this sentence make the reader feel about Sedna being on the boat?

__________________________________________________________________________

__________________________________________________________________________

1 mark

35. Look at the paragraph that begins *But the boat lurched so violently*...

Write down two things you are told about what the sea is like in this paragraph.

1. ____________________________________________

2. ____________________________________________

1 mark
Look at the paragraph that begins *But the boat lurched so violently*...

Write down **two** things you are told about what the sea is like in this paragraph.

1. 

2. 
danger of capsizing.

How does this sentence make the reader feel about Sedna being on the boat?

__________________________

__________________________

1 mark

Look at the paragraph that begins But the boat lurched so violently...
INDEPENDENT APPLICATION

danger of capsizing.

How does this sentence make the reader feel about Sedna being on the boat?

__________________________________________

1 mark

Look at the paragraph that begins But the boat lurched so violently...

Write down two things you are told about what the sea is like in this paragraph.

1. ____________________________________________

2. ____________________________________________

1 mark
Make sure you email your completed work to:

ttariq@gpa.education